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POWER BI TRAINING
BE EMPOWERED TO BECOME MORE DATA SAVVY
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The Data Bear Difference

There is a difference between knowing how to use Power BI and knowing how to build insightful compelling reports that effectively answer specific questions which drive business change. Knowing how to use Power BI does not guarantee that you’ll know how to ensure the use of Power BI adds value to organisational needs. Data Bear is passionate about ‘not just teaching Power BI’, we strive to ensure Power BI is used for effective communication of data.

As a Microsoft Gold Partner in Data Analytics and a Power BI Partner, our team receives regular ‘insider’ training from the Power BI team to ensure we are up to speed with best practices and the latest Power BI functionality. With over a decade of Business Intelligence experience, our team is dedicated to ensuring that our Power BI training has practical business application that produces results.

We are not a training provider who has added Power BI to their extensive list of courses, and then recruits freelancer to ‘teach Power BI’. When choosing Data Bear as a Power BI training provider, you’re a choosing a Microsoft Gold partner dedicated to your success. For those who have attended our training, we provide discounted ongoing support packages. In this scenario, our team of experienced consultants will provide the mentorship needed to ensure your team rises to new heights on their Power BI journey. More information on this in the ‘Power BI Support Packages’ section below.

For further confirmation as to what differentiates our training, please take a look at our many 5 star Google reviews.
TRAINING

WE OFFER A VARIETY OF POWER BI TRAINING OPTIONS TO SUIT SPECIFIC LEARNING GOALS

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO
Power BI Training Options

Other than providing scheduled public training courses in London, we provide private training classes delivered either onsite, or at our premises. With private classes you have the benefit of being able to customise the training content or to receive the training based on your own data (BYO Data training). Please note, we also provide private training through the UK.

Online classes with screen sharing - For those who have staff abroad or are wanting the option of receiving training remotely, all our classes can be delivered remotely.
Pricing

Our pricing is respectful of the value we add, our proven competencies as a Microsoft Gold Partner and the quality of the training we provide. Our pricing also reflects that we do NOT hire freelancers. Our dedicated team consists of a Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP), a Microsoft Certified Trainer (MCT), and consultants with over a decade of Business Intelligence experience.

Public Scheduled Classes in London

2 Day
Power BI Training - £995

3 Day
Power BI Training - £1,395

Private Power BI Training Classes

When pricing our private training, we offer significant discounts based on the number of delegates and only charge for the first 5 delegates. Please give us a call or request a quote: info@databear.com
Booking a Course

Our courses can be booked online from our website:

Public class bookings can be made here

Private class bookings can be made here

Power BI Support Packages

The process of using Power BI to ensure organisational value is an ongoing learning journey. As reporting needs and user adoption grows, so does the need for ongoing support and mentorship. To ensure your team can overcome any obstacles or issues experienced after the training, we provide 'after training' support packages. In this scenario, you can purchase a bundle of support hours to be drawn from as needed, or we offer support on a ‘pay-as-you-go’ basis. The ‘pay-as-go’ offer is exclusive for organisations or individuals who have received training from us.

If you have any existing Power BI reports, we will perform a ‘Health Check’ to ensure all aspects thereof follows best practice. We also provide support and guidance around Power BI administration, governance, and roll outs to a wider audience. Essentially, our team will be available to provide the support you need, when you need it.

Data Bear Support Team

Dedicated To Your Success
Power BI for Consumers

What to Expect?

Be wowed by the art of the possible. This course is designed for introducing new adopters to Power BI. Without overwhelming you technically, we’ll teach you how easy it is to derive value from a Power BI solution. If you’re a consumer of Power BI reports and dashboards, rather than an analyst who builds them, then this course is designed for you.

Without the need of any prior data analysis or reporting building training, this course empowers those who are not ‘tech savvy’ to use the many rich value adding Power BI ‘Wow features’.

Course Content

• Overview of the Cloud Service
• Importing a Report into the Cloud Service
• Building a Dashboard
• Dashboard Flow and Navigation
• Power BI for Mobile
• Q&A (Natural Language Queries)
• Quick Insights (Built in AI)
• Sharing Dashboards
• Consuming Shared Content
• Consuming Power BI Apps
• Demo Samples
• Export to PowerPoint or PDF
• Using Drill Downs and Drill Throughs
• Understanding the Filter Experience
• Commenting on Reports and Dashboards
Introduction to Power BI

2 Day Power BI Training Workshop

What to Expect?

In this popular 2 day workshop, our structured Power BI Training course follows a hands-on end to end process of importing ‘dirty’ data into Power BI Desktop and transforming this into a stunning interactive dashboard shared in the cloud. All exercises, have a relevant context, covering ‘real-life’ scenarios that require building KPIs to answers specific business questions. This training ensures that, going forward, your team has the best practice foundation to continue the process of getting the right data into the right hands. Learn the Power BI tricks of the trade from a team who has many Power BI solutions under their belts.

Duration:
Two days (14 hours)9:30 AM – 4:30 PM

Price:
Public Class
£995 + VAT per delegate

Private Class
£1,295 + VAT per delegate discounts offered

Remote Class
£649 + VAT

Contact Us:
+44 20 8720 6880
info@databear.com

TRAINING BROCHURE
Advanced Power BI Report Building

3 Day Power BI Training Workshop

What to Expect?

In this 3 day workshop, our structured Power BI Training course ensures that you have a deep understanding of the fundamental concepts required for building robust Power BI solutions. All exercises build on each other towards a logical end process. After learning to master the basics, Day 3 focuses on some advanced report features and functionality that enhances data storytelling. The 3rd day focuses on core Power BI functionality that adds significant value to the reporting process.

Course Content

- Using What-if Analysis
- Power BI Bookmarking
- Slicing Reports by Measures
- Filter Contexts with DAX
- Advanced Tabular Layouts
- Dynamic Row Level Security (RLS)
- Using Query Parameters and PBI Templates
- Solution Makeovers (Time Permitting)
BYO Data Power BI Training

To ensure efficiency, this type of training requires a different approach. We first review your data in combination with the specific reporting requirements and learning outcomes which you have around these.

The cost for the BYO training is the same as our standard courses, with the inclusion of the estimated time to access and prepare your data beforehand. In the case where we do not have to connect to multiple sources, no data mining or validation is required, and the report building requirements are straightforward, we can waiver this additional fee.

To request this training, please give us a call or email us: info@databear.com
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